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Mountain Navigation
Reading the Map

Always keep the map orientated, in good visibility use the features around you such as 
Spurs, Cols, Streams etc.  In bad visibility use the compass.
Use every opportunity to confirm your position i.e. break in the fog, reaching a feature.

Contours
Creating a 3 dimensional picture in your head of  the contours is the key to interpreting the 
map.  Closely packed contours indicate a steep slope, well spaced contours indicate a 
gentler slope.
We use 4 main features to navigate in the hills

Top Spur Col Re-entrant
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Handrails
Linear features such as streams, edge of  forests, paths and 
spurs, can be followed to get to your objective even if  it is a 
longer distance.  They can also be linked together e.g. follow 
spur down to path, then follow path until you get to a 
stream, then follow stream back down to the road.

Mountain Navigation

Tick List
Make a note of  what features you expect to find 
along the way.  Tick off  the features as you pass 
them.  This confirms that you are still going the right 
way.  Also identify a feature that is beyond your 
objective, this will let you know if  you’ve gone to far. 
Also find something that will let you know if  you’ve 
gone to far left or right.
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Aiming Off
If  you are going to a point on a linear 
feature, such as a stream junction, aim 
to one side of  the feature.  Once you 
reach the linear feature, turn in the 
appropriate direction and follow the 
handrail to your objective.

Attack Point

Used when the objective is a small or 
difficult to find feature.  Find another 
more obvious feature which is closer 
to the main feature and navigate to 
this intermediate point – attack point. 
Once at the attack point navigate 
using pacing or a compass bearing to 
find the main feature. 
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The Compass
In good visibility the compass is most useful for measuring distance on the map, and for 
working out a grid reference.  In bad visibility we use the compass to take a bearing, which 
will tell us the direction of  our next feature.  Try to estimate the direction to your feature by 
setting the map - do this before taking your bearing as it is easy to make a mistake when 
taking your bearing.

Taking a Bearing

Lay the compass edge along your 

direction of  travel.

Turn the ‘compass housing’ until 
north on the housing points to 
north on the map. Read the 
bearing on the housing and add 

your magnetic variation.

With the compass held firmly in 
front of  you, turn round until the 
‘magnetic needle’ lies on the 
‘orienting arrow of  the housing’. 
Then walk in the direction that the 
‘direction of  travel arrow’ is 
pointing

When following your bearing, find an intermediate point that is on your 
bearing, put your compass down and walk to this point.  Repeat this until you 
get to your objective.
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Scale
Scale is the relationship between distance on the map and distance on the ground.  The 
most common scale in Ireland is 1:50000.  This converts to 1cm on the map is 500m on 
the ground.  Also on the Irish 1:50000 maps the contour interval is 10m.

Pacing
Once you know how many paces it takes you to walk 100m you can then count paces as 
you walk.  By doing this you know how far you have walked and how far you have to go.  
Remember the amount of  paces per 100m vary for steep and rough terrain.  Don’t convert 
your total distance to paces, count paces in blocks of  100m

Timing
Naismiths formula -The average walking speed is 5km/hr with an extra 30min for every 
300m climbing.

Horizontal speed 5 km = 1 hr   

1 km = 12 min

100 m = 1.2 min

Vertical speed 300 m = 30 min

100 m = 10 min

10 m = 1 min

1 Contour = 1 min

Work out the horizontal time and then add for height gain.  Add nothing for going 
downhill.
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